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Cultiline Bed Shaper
The most impressive and effective bed shaper is the 

“Cultiline”, made by Falc. Its rotor is equipped with chisel like 
teeth that strike soil at right angles for maximum penetration of 
hard soil clods. Their close spacing gives a thorough breakup 
of clods, yet the sharp tapered points do not smear subsoil.

A four speed gear box allows you to control rotor speed to 
prevent over working of soil by excessive rotor speed. You 
choose a speed that gives the tilth you need without powdering 
the soil. The adjustable gage wheels allow you to choose the 
depth of work to fit conditions. The rear firming roller is also 
adjustable to control bed top consolidation.
The Cultiline 1300 is the perfect implement to follow a 59” 

wide spader to form an ideal raised bed. Those who use a disc 
for primary tillage will save a great deal of time and trips across 
the field by using the Cultiline in place of secondary discing or 
harrowing. One pass with the Cultiline produces perfect tilth 
and a ready to plant slightly raised bed.

Get Ahead with Cultiline Bed Shaper

Get an earlier start on growing your next crop by building 
your beds in the fall. Till under crop residues and form new 
beds, covering them with compost as thick as possible or plant 
wheat, barley or a rye grain as a cover. When you need bed, 
flail and do a very shallow tilling to remove cover and weeds, 
your bed will warm, faster and you do not need to wait for sub-
soil to dry to dig beds. You can take rear roller off Cultiline and 
raise tiller so you work only the top 2 inches before planting.


